
To get yourselves ready…

➢Make sure you’re sitting somewhere comfortable with something to lean 
on, like a table.

➢ You need the tablet/laptop/screen on the table where you can see it. 

➢Get your pencil case and your orange homework book ready in front of you. 
(If you can’t find your homework book, try and find some lined paper.)

➢Get yourself a drink or your water bottle too ☺

Good morning and happy Thursday 
my lovely 5H! Xxx



Your timetable for today:

English

Mindfulness

Maths 

Reading

E-safety



English



Look at this 
big success 
criteria to 
see the:
• Audience
• Purpose
• Effect
• Things to

include

for the
piece of 
writing you 
are going to 
plan today.



Your Main Character

The main character is the archaeologist.

You can change him - make him a child, boy, girl, change clothes etc.

Your task

Plan your Egyptian pyramid adventure story.

Remember, we all have the same start from the video.

Look at the next slide with an example of how I’d like you to plan. Do 

yours in the same way as my example.



My character 
is…

Minnie. She is a junior Egyptologist from Newport. She is on 

a school trip to Egypt. 

He/she 
wants…

To explore inside the pyramid that she discovers when she 

digs up an ancient tablet.

But the 
problem is…

The door slams shut, the pyramid spins around her and 

transports her back to Ancient Egypt. Is she stuck there?

So he/she… Pretends to be an Ancient Egyptian girl and goes to explore 

the ancient city to find someone to help her.

In the end… She meets King Tutankhamun who instructs his royal priest 

to escort her back to the pyramid and ask the Egyptian Gods 

to return her to 2020…



Mindfulness



Maths

To multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a 2 digit number 
using an efficient written method.

Success criteria

.I know that multiplication is repeated addition.

.I understand how to use an efficient written method to multiply.

.I can use a written method for multiplication.



Today we are going to continue practising multiplying by a 2 digit 
number.

Remember, if yesterday’s maths was a challenge and this seems much too 
complicated – DO NOT PANIC! Instead of today’s maths, keep practising 
yesterday’s or Tuesday’s maths. When we are back in school, I will go over any 
maths that anyone needs help with☺



Your task: 1 star

Keep practising what you did yesterday.

Either you or someone else at home can make 
up some questions, like this: 56 x 3 or 128 x 5

If you want a challenge, have a go at these:

1. 46 x 16
2. 72 x 25
3. 27 x 12
4. 34 x 16
5. 71 x 12
6. 29 x 17
7. 16 x 75
8. 33 x 25



Your task: 2 star

Spend about 20 minutes doing this activity, you do not have to 
finish.
You can then mark it using a calculator.



Your task: 3 star

There is also an extra reasoning challenge on the next slide.
Spend about 20 minutes doing this activity, you do not have to finish.
You can then mark it using a calculator.



3 star challenge

Are these statements always, 
sometimes, or never true?
Investigate and prove your
answer for each one.



Reading

Complete the reading comprehension about Remembrance Day.

The first part is 1 star, the second one is 2 star, the third one is 3 star.

There is some information to read, some questions to answer and the 
answers so you can mark your work.



E safety

Read through the slides and complete the activities with an adult at 
home.

This is the link to the video in the slides:

https://www.commonsense.org/education/videos/private-and-
personal-information

https://www.commonsense.org/education/videos/private-and-personal-information

